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Abstract
System developers should explain system errors suﬃciently, during a system failure situation. This is an essential act in order
to verify the dependability of systems. Dependability Case (D-Case) is one method for conﬁrming systems of dependability
suﬃciently, against a system failure situations. However, in D-Case, we could not clearly describe the relationship of words
(people, objects, activities) within its (D-Case) nodes. For this reason, we introduce a new way to deﬁne Word Relationship
Diagram (WRD) that describes the relationship of words within D-Case and propose our conversion rules from Dependability
Case to Word Relationship Diagram (D2W rule) and vice versa (from Word Relationship Diagram to Dependability Case
(D2W rule)). In addition to this, (1) we created a rule for the relationship of words for D-Case. (2) We applied the rules to the
Dependability Case (D-Case) and the Word Relationship Diagram (WRD) of a train operation system.
c© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of KES International.
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1. Introduction
If system error occurs during the development process and the operational process, system developers should
identify the causes of these errors and ﬁx them immediately in order to keep the damage at a minimum level.
Furthermore, system developers need to explain what causes the errors to occur as well as the current situation or
status of the system to its users. However, at this stage, system developers ﬁnd it diﬃcult to explain these situations
suﬃciently if the system is not dependable [1]. And as a result, the developers of the system cannot be accountable
for the occurrence of any system errors. Therefore, it is critical to verify the dependability of any system before its
deployment. Dependability Case [2] is one method verify whether a system is dependable or not. Yet, in D-Case,
there is no way to describe the relationship of words (people, objects, activities) using its node. For example, the
relationship of words in a node labeled with“driving”and“design document for driving train operation”in train
operation system of Dependability Case is not clear. Therefore, we deﬁne Word Relationship Diagram [3][4] to
describe the relationship of words in Dependability Case and propose conversion rules from Dependability Case
to Word Relationship Diagram (D2W rule) and from Word Relationship Diagram to Dependability Case (W2D
rule). In addition to this, we create a rule for the relationship of words in Dependability Case.
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2. Dependability Case for validating
Assurance Case [5] is a method to assure that system is suﬃciently dependable to operate in any given envi-
ronment. Focused on safety, Assurance Case is called Safety Case and is used in the ﬁeld of defense and aviation,
and railways in Europe. It is also called Dependability Case on dependability systems.
Goal Structuring Notation (GSN)[6] is a method to represent the Assurance Case. GSN is a notation to be
conﬁrmed whether the ﬁgure satisﬁes the request, by dividing it to be discussed. GSN is described in the a tree
structure. First we deﬁne the Goal (claim, request) to discuss as top goal and divide it into some sub-goals using
the Strategy node (the concept of discussion). We then divide the sub-goals on a step-by-step reﬁnement and
connect ﬁnally the divided sub-goals to their corresponding Evidence (solution). By using the Context (condition,
constraint), we can explain the condition to satisfy the goals and the strategies.
Figure 1 shows the Dependability Case described by GSN. We deﬁne“ I can buy any product I want to buy.”
as a top goal and connect the strategy“We separately discuss the conditions required at the time of products
available for the purchase.”. Then based on the strategy, we divide the main goal into three sub-goals,“There are
more than one shop assistant”,“ There are the products I want to buy”, and“ I have enough money to buy the
products”. This is because the context connected by the strategy explains three conditions available for purchase.
Last, we connect the goal“There are the products I want to buy.”with the evidence“ Product List of the store”
and the other sub-goals are connected to the undeveloped status (the symbol is a diamond).
However, we do not describe the relationship of words (people, objects, activities) in the nodes of Depend-
ability Case. For example, the relationship of“ Product List(wE1)”and“ conditions(wC1)”on ﬁgure 1 in
Dependability Case is not clear.
In the DEOS project [7], we developed a D-Case Editor [8] to assist in the creation of Dependability Cases
described by GSN. Dependability Cases in this paper were written using our D-Case Editor.
Fig. 1. example: Dependability Case described by GSN
3. Word Relationship Diagram
3.1. Notion of WRD
The relationship of words (people, objects, activities) is not clear in the nodes of Dependability Case. There-
fore, we will deﬁne and useWord Relationship Diagram (WRD) to construct the dictionary of Dependability Case.
By describing WRD, we are able to clarify the relationships between words in Dependability Case.
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In Figure 1, we can buy the“product”, described word in the top goal (G1), from“shop assistant”, described
word in the second goal (G2). Therefore, we recognize that there is a relationship between“product”and“ shop
assistant”.
We should understand the word relationship in dependability Case, we can’t describe dependability Case. If
you understand the word relationship and describe correct a Dependability Case, the others might not understand
the Dependability Case. In addition, the others can’t understand Dependability Case written by technical terms.
3.2. Notation of WRD
In Table 1, we show three elements of WRD. We issued a WRD node and describe the words (people, objects,
activities) described by Dependability Case in this node. If the relationship exist between nodes, we connect a
solid line arrow to nodes and describe a relationship name (RN) of nodes around the arrow. In Figure 2, we show
the example of WRD.
Table 1. notation of WRD elements
element in WRD in statement
node X node[X]
relationship name (RN) X RN(X)
arrow → arrow

	








Fig. 2. example: WRD
3.3. Relationship between GSN and WRD
The words relationship described by the GSN is not clearly deﬁned. Then the description of the Dependability
Case is ambiguous. However, by using WRD we can clarify the words relationship described by GSN. On the
other hand, the WRD does not show the relationship between the goal statements and the strategy statements as
described by GSN. In Table 2, we show the role of both GSN and WRD.
Table 2. Compare WRD and GSN
GSN WRD
purpose Explained Objectively the evidence (document name) and the goal (sentence) Objectively deﬁne the words relationship
object goal statements，strategy statements，contexts，evidences words
relationship relationship of goals, the strategy, context and evidence words relationship
In order to clearly describe the GSN, it is necessary to clarify the words relationship described by the GSN.
For this purpose, WRD is necessary for deﬁning the words relationship. On the other hand, WRD is not clear in
terms of the relationship of the goal statement and the strategy statement in GSN. In brief, we need to use GSN
and WRD in a complement to each other. We can not describe the complete GSN by using only one or the other.
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4. Proposal Methods
We propose three methods for WRD. The three methods are (1)“ conversion rules from Dependability Case
to Word Relationship Diagram (D2W rule)”, (2)“ conversion rules from Word Relationship Diagram to Depend-
ability Case (D2W rule)”and (3)“ rule of the relationship of words in Dependability Case (Word Relationship
Rule)”. In Figure 4, we show the patterns for applying W2D rule to Dependability Case.
			
	


 
		
Fig. 3. the relationship of three rules
4.1. D2W Rule
There are the following patterns in Dependability Case. We propose W2D rules for each pattern. In Figure 3,
we show the relationship of three rules and Dependability Case and WRD.
1. Expansion Discussion
This pattern have one goal and one strategy (If there are contexts that are connected to the goal and
strategy, the contexts are also included in this pattern.). The contents of the goal statement is an expansion
of the argument based on the results of the analysis, such as a goal“ system is dependable.”.
2. Decomposition
This pattern have one goal and one strategy connected to the bottom (If there are contexts that are con-
nected to the goal and strategy, the contexts are also included in this pattern.) and one or more sub-goals
connected to the bottom. The contents of the strategy statement is decomposed into elements that are
previously deﬁned, such as a strategy“ argue over each process.”.
3. Evidence
This pattern have one goal and one evidence (If there are contexts that are connected to the goal, the
contexts are also included in this pattern.).
4. Existence
This pattern have one goal and one strategy connected to the top (If there are contexts that are connected
to the goal, the contexts are also included in this pattern.). The contents of the goal statement is an
argument about the existence such as“Organizational culture exists in system.”or“We verify that sub
process work properly.”.
We classify goal statements into the following three types in Dependability Case.
• Contents that can be embody safety (type P)
• Contents that can be embody risk (type N)
• Contents that can be embody countermeasure (type C)
We show the following rules for each pattern.
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Fig. 4. W2D patterns
1. Expansion Discussion
(1) Generate a node[G] in the word“G”of the goal statement. If the goal statement is type P, go to step(2.1).
If the goal statement is type N, go to step(2.2). If the goal statement is type C, go to step(2.3).
(2.1) Point to node[analysis] from node[G] by the arrow of RN(relationship object). Point to node[the risk
of G] from node[G] by the arrow of RN(constraint). Go to step(3).
(2.2) Create a node[G’] is removed from the adjective part of node[G]. 　 Point to node[analysis] from
node[G’] by the arrow of RN(relationship object). Point to node[G] from node[G’] by the arrow of
RN(constraint). Go to step(3).
(2.3) Point to node[G] from a empty node[CM] by the arrow of RN(countermeasure). Go to step(2.1).
(3) If there are contexts that are connected to the goal, Generate a node[G-C] in the word of the context
statement. Point to node[G] from node[G-C] by the arrow of RN(precondition).
(4) If there are contexts that are connected to the strategy, Generate a node[S-C] in the word of the context
statement. Otherwise, Generate a empty node[S-C]. Point to node[S-C] from node[analysis] (connected
by RN(constraint)) by the arrow of RN(relationship result). Point to node[S-C] from node[analysis]
(connected by RN(constraint)) by the arrow of RN(list).
(5) If there is the empty nodes, Guess the contents from the node and RN and describe them in the nodes.
(6) Point from node[S-C] by the arrow of RN(embodiment).
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
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
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Fig. 5. Applying W2D rule“ 1.Expansion Discussion”
2. Decomposition
(1) Create a node[parentG] in the word of the top goal statement.
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(2) Point to node[the component of parentG] from node[parentG] by the arrow of RN(decomposition).
(3) If there is contexts that are connected to the top goal, Generate a node[G-C] in the word of the context
statement. Point to node[parentG] from node[G-C] by the arrow of RN(precondition). Otherwise, Gen-
erate a node[the component list]. Point to node[parentG] from node[the component list] by the arrow of
RN(precondition).
(4) Create nodes[childG] in the sub-goals pointed to by the arrow from the strategy
(5) Point to node[childG] from node[the component of parentG] by the arrow of RN(embodiment).
3. Evidence
(1) Generate a node[G] in the word“G”of the goal statement. If the goal statement is type P, go to step(2.1).
If the goal statement is type N, go to step(2.2). If the goal statement is type C, go to step(2.3).
(2.1) Point to node[analysis] from node[G] by the arrow of RN(relationship object). Point to node[the risk
of G] from node[G] by the arrow of RN(constraint). Go to step(3).
(2.2) Create a node[G’] is removed from the adjective part of node[G]. 　 Point to node[analysis] from
node[G’] by the arrow of RN(relationship object). Point to node[G] from node[G’] by the arrow of
RN(constraint). Go to step(3).
(2.3) Point to node[G] from a empty node[CM] by the arrow of RN(countermeasure). Go to step(2.1).
(3) If there is contexts that are connected to the goal, go to step(4). Otherwise, go to step(5).
(4) Generate a node[C] in the word of the context statement. Point to node[analysis] from node[G] by the
arrow of RN(relationship object). Point to node[C] from node[analysis] by the arrow of RN(relationship
result). Point to node[C] from node[G] by the arrow of RN(list).
(5) Point to a empty node[CM] from node[C] (node[G] if there is not node[C]) by the arrow of RN(relationship
result).
(6) Generate a node[E] in the word of the evidence statement. Point to node[E] from node[A] by the arrow of
RN(evidence).
(7) If there is the empty nodes, Guess the contents from the node and RN and describe them in the nodes.
4. Existence
(1) Create nodes[X] in the goals pointed by the arrow from the strategy.
(2) Generate node[S] in the word of the strategy statement.
(3) note[A] is deﬁned as node[X]. Go to step(3.1).
(3.1) Guess nodes[B] and RN(R) from for a note[A]. Point to node[B] from node[A] by the arrow of RN(R).
If node[B] is equal to node[S] nodes, the steps terminates. Otherwise, go to step(3.1).
4.2. W2D Rule
(1) Choose the top goal of Dependability Case from the nodes in WRD and describe as“ X is dependable.”
to the top goal.
(2) Search to divide the RN(list) or RN(decomposition) in WRD. If we ﬁnd RN(list), go to step(3.1). Other-
wise, go to RN(decomposition).
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(3.1) By using node[Y] Pointed to by the arrow of RN(list), describe as“ argue over, based on Y.”to the
strategy. Connect the strategy to the bottom of the the goal is most recent. Connect the context“ Y”
to the strategy. If there is not node[Y] or the node pointed from node[Y] by the arrow, Connect the
undeveloped to the goal is most recent. Go to step(4).
(3.2) By using node[Y] Pointed to by the arrow of RN(decomposition), describe as“ Argue over, based on
Y.”to the strategy. Connect the strategy to the bottom of the the goal is most recent. Go to step(4).
(4) By using nodes[Z] Pointed to from node[Y] by the arrow, describe as“We have taken countermeasures
against Z”to the goals. Connect the goals to the bottom of the the strategy is most recent. If there is not
the node pointed from node[Y] by the arrow, Connect the undeveloped to the goals is most recent.
(5) By using all nodes[A] Pointed to node[Y] from by the arrow, describe as“ A is appropriate.(A properly
exists.)” to the goals. Connect the goals to the bottom of the the strategy. If the arrow in the other
direction exists in the node[A], go to step(1). Otherwise, connect undeveloped to the goals and go to
step(6).
(6) if we search to divide the RN(countermeasure) in WRD, step(2). Otherwise, go to step(7).
(7) By searching RN(evidence) and using node[E] Pointed by the arrow of RN(evidence), describe as“E”to
the evidence. Connect the evidences to the bottom of the the goal is most recent.
4.3. Word Relationship Rule
There are rules to organize words and relationship of words in WRD. However, words and relationship of
words diﬀers among WRDs described by diﬀerent individuals. In order to unify the description, we deﬁne word
relationship rule to generalize relationship name(RN). Table 3 shows to deﬁne word relationship rule.
Table 3. notation of WRD elements
rule notation explanation
constraint A = B / C A is C constrained by B.
conversion A = B + C A is B coverted to type C.
relationship A = B ˜ C A is relationship between B and C.
embodiment A |= B B is embodied by A.
decomposition A != B B is decomposed by A.
countermeasure A <- B B is a countermeasure against A.
creation A = B(C) A is generated by B as input C.
evidence A @ B B is an evidence for A.
5. Application of Rules
5.1. Examle
We apply to D2W rule. In Figure 9, this is the result of applying the D2W rule. Comparing Figure 7 to Figure
9 (the original WED), the following nodes and RN connected by their nodes have disappeared.
• node[equipment of train operation]
• RN(decomposition)
• RN(constraint)
• node[train operation act]
• RN(decomposition)
• RN(design)
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5.2. W2D Rule
In Figure 7, this is the object we apply to D2W rule. In Figure 8, this is the result of applying the D2W rule.
Comparing Figure 6 to Figure 8 (the original Dependability Case), some goal and strategy statements has changed
but the meaning of each statements is the same. In addition, the following goals has been added.
• the goal“ Drivers is appropriate.”
• the goal“Work is appropriate.”
6. Consideration
We are able to produce WRD by applying D2W rules. However, there are the lacks of nodes and RNs. This
reason is that the words are not described in Dependability Case.
We are able to produce Dependability Case by applying W2D rules. However, there are additional goals.
The words“ driver”,“ work”, described in the additional goal node of Dependability Case, is node[driver]
and node[work] in the WRD pointed to node[the act of work] by the arrows. By applying W2D rule step(5) we
convert these nodes to precondition. Therefore using WRD and W2D rule, we can describe Dependability Case
more clearly.
We can clarify the words in Dependability Case by deﬁning Word Relation rules. Because of this, we can
guess the nodes and RNs in WRD and create both the D2W and W2D rules.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we deﬁned Word Relationship Diagram to describe the relationship of words in Dependability
Case and proposed conversion rules from Dependability Case to Word Relationship Diagram (D2W rule) and
from Word Relationship Diagram to Dependability Case (D2W rule). In addition to this, we created a rule for
the relationship of words in Dependability Case. by applying the both D2W and W2D rules, we can convert De-
pendability Case to W2D and WRD Dependability Case. As result of this, we can easily describe and understand
words relationship in Dependability Case. Then, applying W2D rule is eﬀective to discover and add the unknown
nodes of Dependability Case.
We have the following challenges for WRD and the proposal rules.
• Applying the proposal rules to other systems.
• Taking contermeasure to the lack of nodes and Rns on D2W rule.
• The Classiﬁcation goal and strategy statements of Dependability Case
• the creation of tool to describe W2D and apply the proposal rules.
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Fig. 7. WRD applied to W2D rule
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Fig. 8. the result of applying W2D rule
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Fig. 9. the result of applying D2W rule
